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Description: 

Ceratolithus 
perch-nielsenae 

Ceratolithus perch-nielsenae GuPTHA, 1979 

2 

Figs. 1, 2- Ceratolithus perch-nielsenae n. sp . 1) Holotype, from 
core RC9/155, SE Arabian Sea. 2) Isotype, from core RC9/155, 

SE Arabian Sea. 

The ceratolith possesses two unequal horns one is short and the other one is long 

almost the double the length of the short one. In its appearance is resembles 

a walking stick with a short bend resulting in an arch. The short horn bends 

somewhat towards the angle of curvature, while the longer one runs straight. 

The entire ceratolith is fairly smooth except for a little thickening in the second 

half of the long horn. 

Remarks: 

It shows slight birefringence and high relief. In its appearance it somewhat 

resembles Amaurolithus bizzarus of Bukry (1973, pl. 1, lgs. 7-10), excepting for 

a lack of hump and thickened arch. In the case of A. bizzarus one of the horns 

is more than double the length of the short one. It appears that these two 

species may have some phylogenetic relation with each other. 

Similarly, C. perch-nielsenae also in its general appearance resembles A. delicatus, 

which is one of the earliest species recorded along with A. primus in the Miocene, 

except for its unequal length of horns and non birefringence. Scanning electron 

micrograph of C. perch-nielsenae could not be obtained which would have presented 

a still better comparison with A. delicatus facilitating immensely in framing the 

phylogenetic lineage of these species. 

The rare occurrence of C. perch-nielsenae noticed in the sediment under investiga

tion may well be attributed to its period of flourishment existing somewhere below 

the present level of sediment strata in the past geological period which is unclear. 

The variation in the length of the horns may be envisaged as an evolutionary 

change that night have occurred from the Miocene A . delicatus to the Pleistocene 
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C. perch-nielsenae. In order to clearly understand the evolutionary lineage of these 
forms, it is very essential to locate the transitional phases of these two in the 
sediment ranging in age between Miocene and Upper Pleistocene. 

Type level: 

Upper Pleistocene. 

Type locality: 

Sediment rn the SE Arabian Sea. or23' N; 72°48.4' E, Gephyrocapsa oceanica 
Zone. 

Depository: 

National Institute of Oceanography, Dona Paula (Goa), India. 

Author: 

Guptha M.V.S., 1979, p. 115; pl. 1, figs. 1, 2. 

Reference: 

New genus and new species of coccoliths in a deep sea sediment core from South 
Eastern Arabian Sea. 4° Int. Palynol. Con£., Lucknow (1976-77), vol. 2, pp. 115-
116, 1 pl. 
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